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Across

1 Unclued (7)

5 Unclued (7)

9 Detective going to poet as source of drugs? (9)

10 Happen a few will ditch latest simple household
accessory? (5)

11 I drop off last of post, not in the right place (5)

12 Article amongst standard documentation linked to a
hybrid system of discrimination (9)

13 Former Mexican leader introducing Spanish card
game to former African leader (9)

15 Type of ship turned up late? Not worried (5)

17 Knocked over a pain in the neck, almost roughly (5)

19 Once hurried to seize piece put on display (9)

22 Unite to secure hooked article yonder, eroded (9)

25 Unhappy about universal backing for currency (5)

26 Standard energy line installed in time (5)

27 Intelligence shown by last character amongst
gardeners — they use shells (9)

28 Unclued (7)

29 Horse carrying a male moved fast (7)

Nine solutions have something in common. Three of these
are unclued. The clues to the other six each contain a
redundant word. The central pairs of letters in these six
words, in clue order, indicate the common feature, thus
allowing the correct grid insertions for the three unclued
entries. All other clues and solutions are normal.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 BST on Saturday 3
September. You need to register once and then sign in to
theguardian.com to enter our online competition for a
£100 monthly prize.

Down

1 Chemical element found in borders of Cleveland? (7)

2 Non-drinker mostly tarnished, entering wild bar (9)

3 Arena events in that place involving a tug-of-war to
begin with (7)

4 Imperious leader picked up a follower of emperor (5)

5 County force boss with hesitation promoted Henry
(9)

6 Bishop engaged in cause, I see, on an automatic basis
(7)

7 Expedition keeps heading for the East (5)

8 Change a lot of fashion in dance (7)

14 Unionist almost accepting 40% of these bigheads?
Weird (9)

16 Place of worship possibly starts making him mature
(9)

17 Source of ringing that hurts bomber held in prison (7)

18 Runner, say, allowed in running heat (7)

20 Inspire origins of Baton Rouge early, at the outset (7)

21 Was contemptuous about retaining university that’s
no longer operational (7)

23 Distress grammar school induced in soldier (5)

24 Upland country will do for swallows (5)


